
Sitcoms
A sitcom is a special kind of TV show that lots of people enjoy watching. The word "sitcom" 
means "situational comedy," which is a big name for something that's really fun to watch!

In a sitcom, you get to meet some funny and interesting characters who live in a special place, 
like a house, an apartment, or even a school. These characters become like your TV friends, and 
you get to see what happens in their lives.

The best thing about sitcoms is that they are all about making people laugh and feel happy. 
They have funny jokes, silly situations, and sometimes even some wacky mishaps. The 
characters might get into funny arguments, mix up their plans, or have unexpected surprises, 
and all of these things make us giggle and laugh.

Sitcoms are like a break from our everyday routines. When we watch them, we can relax and 
enjoy some laughter. They are perfect for families to watch together, and even kids like you can 
find sitcoms that are just right for your age.

The audience for sitcoms is very diverse, which means people of all ages enjoy them! Families 
can watch them together, and kids, parents, and grandparents can all have a good time 
laughing at the funny moments.

Some sitcoms are about families and their adventures, like "The Simpsons" or "Modern 
Family." Others are about friends who live in the same neighborhood, like "Friends" or "The Big 
Bang Theory." There are even sitcoms that take place in places like schools, offices, or 
restaurants.

So, if you like to laugh, have fun, and watch funny stories about people and their everyday lives, 
you might really enjoy sitcoms! They are a great way to have a good time and share some 
laughs with your family and friends.

Questions:

1. Identify a sitcom that you have watched and explain what you enjoyed about 
it.

2. In your own words, explain why sitcoms were made.

3. List 5 things that would make a sitcom enjoyable to watch.


